The Secret Weapon of Celebrities

Finishing sprays keep celebrities picture-perfect long after they've left the makeup artist's chair! And now, Mary Kay has partnered with Skininävia®, a leading brand of this celebrity go-to product, to bring you our own exclusive, consumer-tested formula.

NEW!
Mary Kay®
Makeup Finishing Spray by Skininävia®, $18

When makeup meltdown is not an option, give it the staying power to last up to 16 hours.

- As a final step, helps makeup look freshly applied for hours.
- Also works as a refresher any time of the day.
- For any skin type, even oily.

You also may like ...

Mary Kay® Foundation Primer
Sunscreen Broad Spectrum SPF 15*, $16
Use under your favorite Mary Kay® foundation to enhance makeup and perfect skin.

Mary Kay® Eye Primer, $12
Waterproof formula helps prevent creasing and smudging and extends eye color wear.